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At this time, charlie looked at lilu again, and said lightly: “Since you still have a little bit of 

good and evil, I will give you a chance to live, but whether you can take it well depends on 

whether you are willing to cooperate well. already.” 

lilu said ecstatically: “Mr. Wade, don‟t worry, I will definitely seize the opportunity!” 

charlie nodded and asked, “How much do you know about the Qiao family?” 

lilu hurriedly introduced: “The Qiao family made their fortune in Seattle. In the early years, 

they were engaged in foreign trade. When China‟s manufacturing industry was rising, they 

seized the opportunity to import China‟s products to Europe and the United States, and 

made a lot of money, but with the With more and more import and export trade, their 

business became more and more difficult to do, and then the old man of the Qiao family 

abdicated and passed the power of the Qiao family to his eldest son, Qiao Feiyu‟s father 

Qiao Bingcheng…” 

“After Qiao Bingcheng took over the Qiao family, he thought of a lot of ways to revive the 

Qiao family‟s strength, but it didn‟t work. Later, the eldest son of the Qiao family, Qiao 

Feiyun, the elder brother of Qiao Feiyu, joined a group consisting of the top rich second 

generation when he was in college. The secret society, in this society, he has met many 

descendants of big American families or big figures…” 

“After Qiao Feiyun graduated from University, he began to take the initiative to contact 

some dark industries, specializing in providing special services for the descendants of those 

big families and big people. Most of these people are a little psychopathic, anti-social 

personality, and violent tendencies. , sexual eccentricities, and even some people are 

addicted to torture, but, no matter how perverted the needs of these people, Qiao Feiyun 

can find a way to cater and meet their needs well…” 

“Because of this, Qiao Feiyun‟s contacts in the top circles are getting stronger and stronger, 

many people need to rely on the services he provides to satisfy their perverted desires, and 

many people also have various shady handles in his hands. That‟s why he can be very firmly 

bound to those people…” 

Having said this, lilu said again: “Since Qiao Feiyun has made this supply chain proficient, 

the Qiao family‟s business in other fields is also booming, and no matter what he wants to 

do, he can find contacts and resources, and Some people gave him the green light, so the 

Qiao family has developed very fast in recent years!” 



charlie frowned and asked coldly, “Where does this Qiao Feiyun usually work? Where are his 

gray supply chains mainly concentrated?” 
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lilu hurriedly said: “Mr. wade, the normal business of Qiao‟s family is generally concentrated 

in Seattle and the entire West Coast, but most of his gray supply chains are near New York 

on the East Coast, because New York has the most wealthy people, and his main Customers 

are concentrated there.” 

After speaking, lilu said again: “However, if you want to ask me, where is Qiao Feiyun, I really 

don‟t know… Because I am under Qiao Feiyun, and I am mainly responsible for picking up 

people on the west coast and going north to Vancouver, Canada. , South to San Francisco, 

Los Angeles and Ensenada in Mexico, I am basically not qualified to intervene in other 

businesses.” 

Having said this, lilu remembered something, and hurriedly said: “By the way, Mr. Wade, 

Qiao Feiyun bought an island in the Atlantic Ocean last year, and then he brought in a lot of 

investment, and he is building a big project. A „playground‟ that is subject to any restrictions 

and is absolutely safe, this „playground‟ is his favorite project at the moment, and it is 

estimated that he will visit the supervisor often!” 

charlie asked, “Where exactly is this island?” 

lilu hurriedly shook his head and said, “This…this is highly confidential…I don‟t know…” 
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